Robust BI Solution Enabled
Leading F&B Company to Maximize
ROI & Achieve Significant Insights on
Secondary Sales
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External forces are now rapidly
conspiring to unravel even the bestlaid plans of food manufacturers.
From geopolitical and economic
macro trends to major shifts in
regulations such as the Food Safety
Modernization Act (FSMA) to public
pressure, change in this industry is
now maddeningly unpredictable
and capricious.

This challenging market environment
made it challenging to develop a
realistic bottom-up product sales plan
that took account of product sales
trends, customer order patterns, and
product pricing factors for thousands
of Industrial products.

Build realistic bottom-up sales
forecasts based on actual customers’
product purchases over various time
periods. Regularly monitor actual
sales and then automatically and
efficiently drill down to the root
sources of unfavorable sales
variances – by product, customer to
boost sales.

The Customer
A leading Food and Beverage company headquartered in USA with
significant operations in the Middle East. With a portfolio of iconic brands
and a culture of innovation and collaboration, the company has been a
leader in the sector since 1903.

The Need

The lack of readily available sales information made it hard
for front-line sales people to have a 360° view of the
situation “at the front” – where actual purchase decisions
are made.
Furthermore, this made quite difficult for sales managers to
understand, explain, assess and address the root causes of
the unfavorable sales variance.
The need of the hour was to develop sophisticated, realistic
and justifiable B2B sales plans; how to effectively utilize
sales, customer and product information to better
measure, monitor, analyze predict and report on sales
performance, trends, opportunities, and threats.

The Solution
To respond to these needs, the company reached out to
various consulting partners to integrate key information
required to boost revenue. They chose ITC Infotech to
design, develop, and implement a custom Sales Data Mart,
which provided all the information and analytics needed
by the sales management team to develop realistic,
justifiable sales plans and subsequently, ensure that sales
targets are met successfully.
We helped the customer achieve the above goals by
defining, designing and building Analytical Reports for the
sales department. We setup a BI application that aided
customer to get the secondary sales information across
distributors and derived value for the business to maximize
their returns on the following business theme:





Revenue recognition
Order fulfilment excellence
Working capital optimization
Sales force effectiveness

Business Benefits
 Insight on secondary sales: We provided the customer an

insight on secondary sales by establishing clear
understanding of customer needs, buying processes,
buying preferences, perceptions and potential to
increase their sales
 Market demand: Our tool helped the business to

understand core and adjacent markets; effectively
assess and anticipate market demands at the same time
 Fill rate analysis: We facilitated the organization to refine

the way they measure their supply chain performance
through order line fulfillment, helping them to see both
the root cause and the impact of their service levels in the
market

 Working capital optimization: Our tool enabled the

customer in proactively optimizing working capital. As
the company had:
 Lack of real-time data required to evaluate working
capital processes
 Lack of a clear drill-down methodology and crossfunctional view
 Lack of time, analytical resources and capability to
focus on optimizing working
 Route level profitability: The new component allowed

customer to monitor as well as predict the profitability of
their operation. It optimized the cost efficiency and
helped to create a profitable plan with the support of
rapid and precise budgeting functionality
 Route optimization: Our tool helped the customer in:
 Optimizing the complete process for the distribution of

beverage and food goods
 Pallet and load space optimization
 Order picking planning and controlling
 Paperless picking through to route planning
 Sales

effectiveness: Increased focus on sales
effectiveness across the enterprise - beyond the sales
organization - was needed to achieve targeted revenue
gains and we efficiently helped the customer with our
solution

 Product mix optimization: Our platform helped the

customer to measure and report a detailed, time-based
profit metric for each of their SKUs and develop an
approach to make better decisions about key assets
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The customer had a little visibility of their retail-level
demand, and moreover they possessed relatively less
knowledge about their customers’ insight.

